**Media Advisory**

For Press Inquiries:

<Johnny Example>
###-###-####
emailaddress@domain.com

**This Is An Ideal Article Headline About Your Event Would Be**

*This is another shot at having the reporter use your language for a headline*

<City, State>: Write a basic overview about your event here.

“This is what we’re doing,” said <Johnny Example> “And this is why we work on marijuana policy.”

Write the context of the specific issues you plan to focus on here.

What:
Where:
When:

For questions or interview requests, please contact <Johnny Example> at ###-###-##### or emailaddress@domain.com

###

NORML’s mission is to move public opinion sufficiently to legalize the responsible use of marijuana by adults, and to serve as an advocate for consumers to assure they have access to high quality marijuana that is safe, convenient and affordable.

*Find out more at NORML.org*